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Abstract - Cloud computing techniques are used to share
resources. It transfers the application software and databases
to the centralized large data centers. Storing important data
with cloud storage providers comes with serious security
risks. The cloud can leak confidential data, modify the data,
or return inconsistent data to different users. So, the cloud
data security requires authentication and integrity analysis
for the storage data values. An erasure code provides
redundancy by breaking objects up into smaller fragments
and storing the fragments in different places. The key is that
you can recover the data from any combination of a smaller
number of those fragments. With threshold proxy re-
encryption scheme (PRE) , a decentralized erasure code such
that a secure distributed storage system is formulated. The
distributed storage system not only supports secure and
robust data storage and retrieval. It meets the requirements
that storage servers independently perform encoding and re-
encryption and key servers independently perform partial
decryption. The system user forwards his data in the storage
servers to another user without retrieving the data back. A
major feature of the cloud services is that user’s data are
usually processed remotely in unknown machines that users
do not own or operate. Conditional Proxy Re-Encryption (C-
PRE) is proposed, whereby user has a fine-grained control
over the delegation. As a result, user can flexibly assign her
delegate, and decryption capability based on the conditions
attached to the messages, using a proxy with no higher trust
than in existing PRE schemes.

Keywords – C-PRE, Decentralized Erasure Code,
Distributed Storage, PRE.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing enables the users to share the
resources which are done through resource virtualization
and they have to pay only for what they use. Internet
enabled systems is the only need for users. As the users
are increased, the security issue has become a problem for
cloud service providers. To make use of the cloud benefits
to full extent, issues need to be addressed through our
scheme. In a proxy re-encryption scheme [1], the message
is not revealed to the proxy. In conditional proxy re-
encryption, the proxy also needs to have the right
condition key to transform the cipher text under A's public
key into cipher text under B's public key, so that B can
decrypt it. Proxy uses Erasure Codes to encode message
that reduce expansion rate [2], [8]. We propose an efficient
C-PRE scheme that has less number of bilinear pairings
when compared to the existing one. Also it uses Single

hop and it is unidirectional. As Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) moves into cloud computing for the storage and
processing of customer data, there is a higher expectation
that the SaaS will effectively manage the security risks
with third parties. Lack of a third-party risk management
program may result in damage to the provider’s reputation,
revenue losses, and legal actions should the provider be
found not to have performed due diligence on its third-
party vendors.

II. CLOUD SECURITY CHALLENGES

Although virtualization and cloud computing can help
companies accomplish more by breaking the physical
bonds between an IT infrastructure and its users,
heightened security threats must be overcome in order to
benefit fully from this new computing paradigm. This is
particularly true for the SaaS provider. Some security
concerns are worth more discussion. For example, in the
cloud, you lose control over assets in some respects, so
your security model must be reassessed. Enterprise
security is only as good as the least reliable partner,
department, or vendor. With the cloud model, you lose
control over physical security. In a public cloud, you are
sharing computing resources with other companies. In a
shared pool outside the enterprise, you don’t have any
knowledge or control of where the resources run.
Exposing your data in an environment shared with other
companies could give the government “reasonable cause”
to seize your assets because another company has violated
the law. Simply because you share the environment in the
cloud, may put your data at risk of seizure. Storage
services provided by one cloud vendor may be
incompatible with another vendor’s services should you
decide to move from one to the other.

To check whether the data are properly stored in storage
servers it requires integrity checking [3]. Data integrity
means ensuring that data is identically maintained during
any operation such as transfer, storage, or retrieval. Put
simply, data integrity is assurance that the data is
consistent and correct.

III. RELATED WORK

A read-only-cap to a file has to give the ability to read
the plaintext of the file and also to verify its integrity. We
also require that a holder of a read-only-cap to a file is
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able to diminish it to produce a verify-cap to the same file.
A read-write-cap is meaningful only for mutable files. A
read-write-cap grants its wielder the ability to write new
contents to a file, and to produce a read-only-cap to the
same file. It is essential that these powers cannot be gained
by someone who has not been granted the appropriate
capability. In particular, knowing a read-only-cap to a
mutable file must not allow a user to change the contents
of that file. This imposes an asymmetric cryptographic
requirement on mutable file capabilities: users who hold a
read-only-cap but not a read-write-cap must be able to
check the integrity of the file without being able to
produce texts which would pass the integrity check. This
excludes symmetric integrity primitives such as Message
Authentication Codes, and requires us to use the more
computationally expensive digital signatures.

An additional requirement that we impose on read-only-
caps and read-write-caps is that they are short enough to
be conveniently used by humans, for example by being
embedded in URLs. This requirement is not common in
cryptography, and satisfying it turns out to require some
careful cryptographic constructions. In addition, each time
we use a secure hash function for a particular purpose (for
example hashing a block of data to form a small identifier
for that block, or hashing a master key to form a sub-key),
we propend to the input a tag specific to that purpose. This
ensures that two uses of a secure hash function for
different purposes cannot result in the same value. This is
necessary to ensure that the root of a Merkle Tree can
match at most one file, and it is a good hygienic practice in
any case.

An immutable file is created exactly once and can be
read repeatedly. To create an immutable file, a client
chooses a symmetric encryption key, uses that key to
encrypt the file, chooses erasure coding parameters K and
N, erasure codes the ciphertext into N shares, and writes
each share to a different server. For immutable files, the
verify-cap is derived from the ciphertext of the file using
secure hashes. We use a combination of two different
secure hash structures to defend against two different
problems that could arise in file validity. The first problem
is that if the integrity check fails, the client needs to know
which erasure code share or shares were wrong, so that it
can reconstruct the file from other shares. If the integrity
check applied only to the ciphertext, then the client
wouldn't know which share or shares to replace. Instead
we compute a Merkle Tree over the erasure code shares.
This allows the client to verify the correctness of each
share.

We have the following observations on the existing
proxy re-encryption schemes and their applications. One is
that, with respect to one key pair of the delegator, the
proxy is able to re-encrypt all the ciphertexts so that the
delegate can obtain all the plaintexts. The other is that, in
many applications, it is likely that the delegator only
wishes a specific delegate to see a subset of his messages.
In order to implement fine-grained access control policies,
the delegator can choose a different key pair for each
possible subset of his messages and choose a proxy to

delegate his decryption right. However, this approach is
infeasible in practice. Alternatively, the delegator can
choose to trust the proxy to enforce his policies by re-
encrypting the pre-defined subset of his ciphertexts to the
specific delegate. This approach is also infeasible because
of the strong trust requirement on the proxy. For example,
if the proxy colludes with a malicious delegate (or, the
proxy is compromised), then all messages of the delegator
will be compromised.

In fact, the delegator might have more concerns about
the delegation in practical applications. An observation is
that, with a public key encryption scheme, if Alice
encrypts a message for Bob using his public key, then
Alice can stay anonymous. However, with a proxy re-
encryption scheme, this kind of anonymity might not be
trivially achieved. For example, in the schemes in, Bob
can (at least) tell whether messages are from the same user
or not.

The concept of type-based proxy re- encryption which
enables the delegator to selectively delegate his decryption
right to delegates. In a type-based proxy re-encryption
scheme, the delegator categorizes his messages
(ciphertexts) into different subsets and is capable of
delegating the decryption right of each subset to a specific
delegate. The ciphertexts for the delegator are generated
based on the delegator's public key and the message type
which is used to identify the message subset. This new
primitive has (at least) the following promising properties.
One is that the delegator only needs one key pair so that
the key management problem is simplified. The other is
that the delegator can choose a particular proxy for a
specific delegate, which might be based on the
sensitiveness of the delegation. Compromise of one proxy
key will only affect one subset of messages.

We provide a security model for our concept and
provide formal definitions for semantic security and
ciphertext privacy which is a valuable attribute in privacy-
sensitive contexts. If a type-based proxy re-encryption
scheme achieves ciphertext privacy property then all re-
encrypted ciphertexts are in distinguish- able from normal
ciphertexts originally generated for the delegate, therefore,
message senders (the delegators) remain anonymous. We
propose two type-based proxy re-encryption schemes. The
first scheme achieves ciphertext privacy and is IND-PR-
CPA secure based on the XDH and the Co-BDH
assumptions in the random oracle model. The second
scheme is IND-PR-CCA secure based on the BDH and the
KE assumptions in the random oracle model, but it does
not achieve ciphertext privacy.

We identify the following security requirements with
respect to the semantic security for plaintexts.
1. Firstly, the proxy should not obtain any information
about the plaintexts of either the delegator or the delegate.
2. Secondly, the delegate should be able to decrypt all the
appropriate type of plaintexts of the delegator after the re-
encryption by the proxy. However, the delegate alone
should not obtain any information about the plaintexts
before the re-encrypted by the proxy. This is essential
when we want the proxy to be a policy enforcer.
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IV. END-USER ACCESS TO CLOUD COMPUTING

Rishi Chandra, a product manager for Google
Enterprise, outlined in an Interview what he believes are
key trends that will drive movement toward cloud-based
enterprise applications. Chandra cited consumer-driven
innovation, the rise of power collaborators, changing
economics, and a lowering of barriers to entry as the chief
reasons why the cloud model is being so widely adopted.
Innovation behind the success of cloud services ultimately
depends on the acceptance of the offering by the user
community. Acceptance of an offering by users changes
the economics considerably. As more users embrace such
innovation, economies of scale for a product allow
implementers to lower the costs, removing a barrier to
entry and enabling even more widespread adoption of the
innovation. In this section, we will present some of the
applications that are proving beneficial to end users,
enabling them to be “power collaborators.” We will take a
look at some of the most popular SaaS offerings for
consumers and provide an overview of their benefits and
why, in our opinion, they are helping to evolve our
common understanding of what collaboration and mobility
will ultimately mean in our daily lives. We will be
examining four particularly successful SaaS offerings,
looking at them from both the user perspective and the
developer/implementer perspective. Looking at both sides
of these applications will give you a much better
understanding of how they are truly transforming our
concept of computing and making much of the traditional
desktop-type software available to end users at little to no
cost from within the cloud.

V. CONDITIONAL PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION

WITH CLOUD COMPUTING

In 2012 S. Sree Vivek, S. Sharmila Deva Selvi, V.
Radhakishan, C. Pandu Rangan introduced efficient C-
PRE[4] that has a condition key for proxy. In cloud
computing it can be implemented to give security for
public access. Two separate keys are used[5]. One is
partial re-encryption key and another is condition key. The
messages will be processed by the proxy only if both the
keys are known. The delegation power of the proxy can be
controlled. One of the two keys can be given to the proxy
for partial re-encryption and the other key can be given to
a third party for full re-encryption. A C-PRE scheme
involves a delegator (say user Ui), a delegatee (say user
Uj) and a proxy. A message sent to Ui with condition w is
encrypted by the sender using both Ui’s public key and w.
To re-encrypt the message to Uj, the proxy is given the re-
encryption key (rki ® j) and the condition key (cki,w)
corresponding to w. Both the keys can be generated only
by Ui. These two keys form the secret trapdoor to be used
by the proxy to perform translation. Proxy will not be able
to re-encrypt cipher texts for which the right condition key
is not available. Thus Ui can flexibly assign Uj the
decryption rights by setting condition keys properly. The

scheme works in practice as follows: the message encryp-
ted for Ui is first handled by proxy and under appropriate
conditions the proxy transforms the ciphertext into a
ciphertext for Uj. However, proxy will obtain no
information about the original message. While it is
somewhat easier to design a PRE without pairing [6],
designing C-PRE requires pairing based operations
crucially.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION MODULES

A. Developing a cloud environment
Initially the basic network model for the cloud data

storage is developed in this module. Four different
network entities can be identified as follows: Client(Data
Owner): an entity, which has large data files to be stored
in the cloud and relies on the cloud for data maintenance
and computation, can be either individual consumers or
organizations; Cloud Storage Server (CSS): an entity,
which is managed by Cloud Service Provider (CSP), has
significant storage space and computation resource to
maintain the clients’ data; Public User: The one who
access the cloud data which is the private data of cloud
data owners. The public data is stored in the cloud by data
owners for business purposes it can be accessed by any
user for their needs. Our system model consists of users, n
storage servers SS1; SS2; . . . ; SSn, and m key servers KS1;
KS2; . . . ; KSm. Storage servers provide storage services
and key servers provide key management services. In this
module we design the system setup phase, the system
manager chooses system parameters and publishes them.
Each user A is assigned a public-secret key pair (PKA;
SKA). The key is shared with a threshold t[7].

System setup: The algorithm SetUp generates the
system parameters . A user uses KeyGen to generate his

public and secret key pair and ShareKeyGen(.) to share his
secret key to a set of m key servers with a threshold t,
where k t m. The user locally stores the third

component of his secret key.
 SetUp
 KeyGen
 ShareKeyGen
B. Implementation of data storage phase

In this module we implement the data storage phase of
our work, in that user A encrypts his message M and
dispatches it to storage servers. Figure 1 shows the
security system that handles messages with Servers. A
message M is decomposed into k blocks m1;m2; . . .;mk
and has an identifier ID. User A encrypts each block mi
into a ciphertext Ci and sends it to v randomly chosen
storage servers. Upon receiving ciphertexts from a user,
each storage server linearly combines them with randomly
chosen coefficients into a codeword symbol and stores it.
Note that a storage server may receive less than k message
blocks and we assume that all storage servers know the
value k in advance. User a stores two messages m1 and
m2 into four storage servers.
 Enc
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 Encode

Fig.1. Cloud Security System

C. Implementation of data forwarding phase
In the data forwarding phase, user A forwards his

encrypted message with an identifier ID stored in storage
servers to user B such that B can decrypt the forwarded
message by his secret key. To do so, A uses his secret key
SKA and B’s public key PKB to compute a re-encryption
key and then sends to all storage servers. Each storage
server uses the re-encryption key to re-encrypt its
codeword symbol for later retrieval requests. The re-
encrypted codeword symbol is the combination of cipher
texts under B’s public key. In order to distinguish re-
encrypted codeword symbols from intact ones, we call
them original codeword symbols and re-encrypted
codeword symbols, respectively.

User A wants to forward a message to another user B.
He needs the first component a1 of his secret key. If A
does not possess a1, he queries key servers for key shares.
When at least t key servers respond, A recovers the first
component a1 of the secret key SKA via the Key Recover
algorithm. Let the identifier of the message be ID. User A
computes the re-encryption key via the ReKeyGen
algorithm and securely sends the re-encryption key to each
storage server. By using, a storage server re-encrypts the
original codeword symbol C.
 KeyRecover
 ReKeyGen
 ReEnc
D. Implement the data retrieval concept and system
recovery phase

In this module the data retrieval has two phases. The
first case is that a user A retrieves his own message. When
user A wants to retrieve the message with the identifier ID,

he informs all key servers with the identity token T. A key
server first retrieves original codeword symbols from u
randomly chosen storage servers and then performs partial
decryption ShareDec on every retrieved original codeword
symbol C. The result of partial decryption is called a
partially decrypted codeword symbol. The key server
sends the partially decrypted codeword symbols C and the
coefficients to user A. After user A collects replies from at
least t key servers and at least k of them are originally
from distinct storage servers, he executes Combine on the
t partially decrypted codeword symbols to recover the
blocks m1;m2; . . .;mk. The second case is that a user B
retrieves a message forwarded to him. User B informs all
key servers directly. When a storage server fails, a new
one is added. The new storage server queries k available
storage servers, linearly combines the received codeword
symbols as a new one and stores it. The system is then
recovered.
E. Implementation of C-PRE

In this module we develop the model of conditional
proxy re-encryption. Formally, a C-PRE scheme consists
of the following seven algorithms:
 GlobalSetup
 KeyGen
 RKeyGen
 CKeyGen
 Encrypt
 ReEncrypt
 Decrypt

VII. RESULTS

User interacts with storage server and key server to store
datas and retrieve uploaded datas. This result is
implemented through Java with appropriate back end.

Fig.2. C-PRE on User data
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Figure 2 shows the user process that authenticates with
Storage server and key server. It evaluates the user data
with C-PRE algorithm that performs its efficient storage
and reterival with cloud platform.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A cloud storage system consists of storage servers and
key servers. Integrate a newly proposed threshold proxy
re-encryption scheme and erasure codes with condition to
proxy. The threshold proxy re-encryption scheme supports
encoding, forwarding, and partial decryption operations in
a distributed way. To decrypt a message of k blocks that
are encrypted and encoded to n codeword symbols, each
key server only has to partially decrypt two codeword
symbols in our system. By using the threshold proxy re-
encryption scheme, we present a secure cloud storage
system that provides secure data storage and secure data
forwarding functionality in a decentralized structure.

Also, we enhanced our system to tackle the problem of
how to control the proxy in PRE systems at a fine-grained
level. We introduced the concept of conditional proxy re-
encryption. We formalized its definition and its security
notions, and pro-posed a CCA-secure C-PRE scheme. We
further extended this C-PRE scheme to obtain a fairly
efficient MC-PRE scheme with multiple conditions. Our
MC-PRE scheme is in fact only supports AND gates on
conditions. It remains as an interesting open problem how
to construct CCA-secure C-PRE schemes with anonymous
conditions or supporting more expressive predicates.
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